
Darwin makes a case for Evolution

 1859- Published Origin of Species

 Based on his ideas of Natural Selection



Natural Selection

 Natural Selection: Organisms that are best 

adapted to an environment survive and 

reproduce more than others



Darwin’s Ideas

 Members of each species vary from 

each other in important ways

 I.e. some plants bear larger fruit

 Some cows produce more milk

 Some of this variation is heritable

 Observed that plant and animal 

breeders would use heritable variation

 Selected variations that were useful

 Called “Artificial Selection”



Key Ideas to Darwin’s Theory of Natural 

Selection

 Overproduction

 Variation

 Competition

 Selection



1. Overproduction

 Each species produces more offspring that can survive

 Why are the population sizes not bursting?



2. Variation

 Each individual has a 
unique combination of 
inherited traits.



Why is Variation Important?

 Because the environment 
changes.

 The more variation within a 
species, the more likely it will 
survive

 EX: If everyone is the same, they 
are all vulnerable to the same 
environmental changes or 
diseases

 The more variation of types of 
species in an habitat, the 
more likely at least some will 
survive



The role of Genetics in Evolution

 Darwin knew that traits were inherited, but not HOW 

they were inherited

 Genes provide the variation necessary for evolution.



Two mechanisms for Variation

 Meiosis: 

 Reshuffles genes creating 
new combinations of 

genes

 Mutation

 Provides new genes

 Both result in the variation 

necessary for evolution to 

occur



Variation

 Variation is RANDOM

 Combination of genes are 

determined by chance 

 As are resulting variations

 Variation provides the raw 

material for natural selection



3. Competition 

 Process like Artificial Selection working in nature

 “Struggle for existence” 

 Organisms compete for food, habitat and other of life's necessities 



Fitness

 Fitness: The ability of an individual to survive/reproduce in its 

environment

 The result of adaptations

 Inherited characteristics that increase an organisms chance of survival 

 Structural, Physiological & Behavioural



 Successful adaptations

 Enable organisms to survive/reproduce and pass traits to offspring

 Individuals with favourable characteristics enable fitness and 

survive/reproduce more successfully

 Individuals with unfavourable characteristics die or have fewer 

offspring



4. Natural Selection

 The individuals with the best traits / 

adaptations will survive and have the 

opportunity to pass on it’s traits to offspring.

 Natural selection acts on the phenotype

(physical appearance), not the genotype 

(genetic makeup)

 Ex:  When a predator finds its prey, it is due 

to the prey’s physical characteristics, like 

color or slow speed, not the alleles (BB, Bb)



Survival of the Fittest

 Takes place without human control or 

direction

 Therefore NATURAL SELECTION

 Over time natural selection results in 

changes in the inherited characteristics of 

a population

 These changes increase a species fitness in its 

environment

 Changes cannot be seen directly but it can be 

observed as changes in a population over many 

successive generations


